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BREAKING NEWS

German Chief Pathologist Sounds
Alarm on Fatal Covid Vaccine Injuries:
“Jab is Cause of Death in 30-40% of
Autopsies of Recently Vaccinated”
BY CAPTAINDARETOFLY ON SEPTEMBER 13, 2021 •  (  19 COMMENTS )

BREAKING - 30,305 people died
within 21 days of having a Covid-
19 Vaccine in England during the
first 6 months of 2021 according to
ONS data
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Peter Schirmacher, the director of the Pathological Institute of the University of Heidelberg.

The director of the Pathological Institute of the University of Heidelberg, Peter

Schirmacher, has carried out over forty autopsies on people who died within two weeks

of receiving a Covid-19 vaccine and has expressed alarm over his findings.

Schirmacher stated that 30 to 40 per cent of people he examined died from the vaccine and

that in his opinion, the frequency of fatal consequences of vaccinations is “underestimated.”

Following his findings, Schirmacher has called for more autopsies of vaccinated people to

further determine whether the vaccines are linked to deaths. He has warned that the high

number of unreported cases of vaccination deaths is partially due to the fact that “pathologists
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do not notice anything about most of the patients who die after and possible from a

vaccination.”

Despite raising the alarm surrounding the vaccines, many have criticised Schirmacher’s

conclusions, with the Paul Ehrlich Institute calling the director’s statements

“incomprehensible.” The Chancellor’s lackey, senior German immunologist Thomas Mertens

dismissed the findings right away: “I don’t know of any data that would allow a justifiable

statement to be made here and I am not assuming an unreported number.”

The immunologist Christian Bogdan from the Erlangen University Hospital, a member of the

Standing Vaccination Commission (STIKO), also contradicted Schirmacher’s assumption of a

“high number of unreported vaccination complications or even deaths.”

Despite the criticism, Schirmacher did receive support from his own ranks, and the Federal

Association of German Pathologists stated that more autopsies of vaccinated people who died

within a certain time frame after vaccination should be performed.

The head of the “Autopsy Working Group” in this association wanted to make general

practitioners and health authorities aware of this. Basically, doctors of the patients who die

within a few days or weeks post-vaccination should apply for an autopsy in case of doubt or

the health authorities should take action,

The Federal Association of Pathologists already requested this in March in a letter to Health

Minister Jens Spahn (CDU), but it went unanswered.

Of course, it’s worth noting that Schirmacher’s warning could cause various pharmaceutical

companies to lose billion dollars worth of long-term business, which explains why his findings

have been scrutinised and tarnished by the pro-vaccine agenda.

However, the reputation and seriousness of Schirmacher cannot be ignored.

Schirmacher himself is already leading an autopsy project on people who have died from

Covid-19, which is subsidised by the state. He himself then expanded the focus and began

performing autopsies on more than 40 deceased vaccinated people. Whilst his results only
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represent a small sample size, it is a worrying representation of a bigger picture: 30 to 40 per

cent died from vaccination itself. The pathologist cited “rare, severe side effects of the

vaccination – such as cerebral vein thrombosis or autoimmune diseases.”

In response to critics, Schirmacher denied a lack of competence, stating: “The colleagues are

definitely wrong because they cannot assess this specific question competently.” Additionally,

the director said that he is not trying to fearmonger and is not opposed to vaccinations, as he

himself has received the jab.

It won’t be a surprise to see in the coming weeks Schirmacher’s reputation completely

torn to shreds in the media, online and in the scientific and medical community.
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Lorra

  3 days ago

I am making $92/hour telecommuting. I never imagined that it was

honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning $15 thousand

a month by working on the web, that was truly shocking for me, she

prescribed me to attempt it. simply give it a shot on the accompanying

site… http://www.cashoffer9.com

 Last edited 3 days ago by Lorra

-12  Reply

Jason Lantz

  3 days ago

Great info, but it does not coincide with the great reset. He may find

himself at the end of a barrel. Look at all the Clintons enemies that have

vanished. Be carful. Love you info.
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5  Reply

Susan Price

 Reply to    3 days ago

Google is by and by paying $27485 to $29658 consistently for taking a

shot at the web from home. I have joined this action 2 months back and

I have earned $31547 in my first month from this action. I can say my

life is improved completely!

Take a gander at it what I do……… https://Www.Money74.Com

 Last edited 3 days ago by Susan Price

-10  Reply

Stephen Dupont

 Reply to    20 hours ago

He needs protection

0  Reply

dnomsed

  2 days ago

Good man.

3  Reply

Jason Lantz

Jason Lantz
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Michael Smith

  2 days ago

It is always to get a snapshot of the truth before it becomes manipulated

by the propaganda doctors. Shameful that in this world that is largely

controled by the air waves and most of what we think we see is nothing

but a contrived virtual reality(mirage)
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Are you listening Whitty? German Chief Pathologist Sounds Alarm on
Fatal Covid Vaccine Injuries: ‘Jab is Cause of Death in 30-40% of
Autopsies of Recently Vaccinated’ – David Icke

  2 days ago

[…] Read More: German Chief Pathologist Sounds Alarm on Fatal Covid

Vaccine Injuries: “Jab is Cause of… […]

0  Reply

Delia Scales

  2 days ago

This is how the compulsory vaccine narrative, along with its agenda of

vaccine passports, digital ID and shift to a digital currency is going to

unravel.
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Pathologists around the world are reporting on widespread damage to

all the bodies organs, from this mRNA vaccine.

This is hard evidence you can’t ignore.

5  Reply

Cissy

  2 days ago

Another honourable man in dishonourable times.

2  Reply

ROSE

  2 days ago

I’m sure that’s true because last year my Mother died less than 2 weeks

after she’d received covid vaccine. She was 101years old and in a good

health with her wlole conceousness.

1  Reply

Ginger

 Reply to    1 day ago

I’m sorry to hear that. She was 101 and very healthy! That’s wonderful. I

hope her passing was not painful for her (those last two weeks).

ROSE
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Ginger

  1 day ago

He observed cerebral vein thrombosis or autoimmune disease. I am

wondering what one of the latter looks like to a pathologist? I have seen

pictures of huge blood clots in people’s brains or hearts (in deceased

people after the vax), so I’m not confused about that. I myself have an

autoimmune disease that I believe came from childhood vaccines.
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'Jab is Cause of Death in 30-40% of Recently Vaccinated' - German
Chief Pathologist | Europe Reloaded

  1 day ago

[…] Source […]

0  Reply

‘Jab is Cause of Death in 30-40% of Recently Vaccinated’ –

  1 day ago

[…] Source […]

0  Reply
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Le pathologiste en chef allemand sonne l’alarme sur les blessures
mortelles causées par le vaccin Covid : « Le vaccin est la cause de la
mort dans 30 à 40 % des autopsies de personnes récemment vaccinées
» – La Voix de Dieu Magazine

  1 day ago

[…] https://theexpose.uk/2021/09/13/german-chief-pathologist-sounds-

alarm-on-fatal-covid-vaccine-injurie&#8230; […]

0  Reply

TODAY: The FOR LIFE ON EARTH (FLOE) Show 5 livestream: Who’s
behind the eugenics agenda? – Stop 5G Appeal

  22 hours ago

[…] German Chief Pathologist sounds alarm on fatal Covid vaxxine

Injuries: “Jab is cause of death in 3… […]

0  Reply
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